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Find out the answers to the following questions using the Alien database in 2Investigate. 

Use the search tool to find the answers.   

 

Getting started with simple searches (1) 

1. Which alien has 3 eyes? Woorah 

2. Which aliens live on the planet Saturn? Doom Lord, Dorak, Gullah, 
Loomva, Mushtee 

3. Which aliens have bad breath as a special power? Doom Lord, Tooftu, Gullah, 
Loomva 
 

4. Which aliens have fur? None 

5. Which aliens ‘Earth habitat’ is a toilet Doorak, Eyezee, Gurp, 
Queenbo, Zickboy 

6. Which aliens’ favourite foods include chips? Gullah, Oopa, Norzak 

7. Which aliens like human spotting as a hobby? Kingbo, Lipta, Loomva, 
Mushtee, Zinky 

8. Who has a strength of 45? Eyezee, Gulpee 

9. How many aliens live on planet Boaz? 4 

10. Which aliens have strength greater than 100? Kingbo =129, Queenbo=129, 
Raam=188, Reeni=199 

 

Moving on with searches (2) 

1. Which aliens have 2 eyes and live on the moon? Kingbo, Oopa, Queenbo 

2. Which alien lives on the planet Saturn and has smooth 
skin? 

Doom Lord 

3. Have any aliens got a strength of 100 and no special 
powers?  

No  

4. Which alien has a favourite hobby of bone collecting and 
their earth habitat is a cave? 

Oopa 

5. Which aliens have scales and live on planet Saturn? Mushtee, Loomva, Gullah, 
Doorak 

6. Which alien has a special power ‘venom attack’ and their 
earth habitat is a bog? 

Mushtee 

7. Whose hobby is gaming and their favourite food is mice 
and chips? 

Norzak 

8. Who has scales and their special power is bad breath? Gullah, Loomva, Toofto 

9. Whose special power is laser eye ray and have more than 
5 eyes? 

Eyezee 

10. Which one eyed aliens favourite food is mouldy apples? Gurp 
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